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CHAPTER-IV 

A critical evaluation of the concept of tatparya in other 

systems and defence of Navya Nyaya view. 

The view mentioned in earlier chapter of the grammarians that 

all words may refer to all objects or any word may refer to any word if 

there is the intention of the speaker is not acceptable due to the 

following reasons: First, if any word can refer to any object then there 

would have been deviation with regard to the relation between a 

particular word and a particular meaning. If the relation is vitiated, no 

one would rely on the usage of the word leading to the total non

reliability of the word meaning relationship. Under such circumstances 

the acceptance of language as Pramarya would have been at stake. 

Secondly, it is a common practice that a word stands for a particular 

object as evidenced from our daily behaviour or convention. The 

connection (v[ddha-vyavahara) has a prominent role in determining 

word-meaning relationship. If the above-mentioned view of the 

grammarians is taken for granted, it would go against the traditional 

linguistic behavioural pattern leading to the communication gap. 

Thirdly, the intention of the speaker (tatparya) must have some limit. of 

its own. The intention may be not arbitrarily, but in accordance to some 

logic. If there is reason for using a particular word for referring a 

particular meaning, it must have some grounds or rational grounds. 

Moreover, the intention of the speaker must be communicable to the 

hearer. If it is not communicated to the hearer or wrongly 
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communicated, the hearer cannot get proper meaning. Hence it is very 

difficult to admit that any word can refer to any meaning. 

Bhartrhari has interpreted the term arthaprav[ftitattva in another 

way too arthaprav[ftitattvain kim tattvamartharupakara!J 

pratyayatama bahye~u VaSfU!iU pratyasfaf} sa ca sabdanibandhanal}f1l 

What is the principle factor of semantics? It is an ideational character of 

meaning which has no corresponding object in the outside world. 

Equivalent to the rabbit-horn or sky-flower so dear to the Indian 

thinkers, we come across mythical beasts in the West, e.g., the 

phoenix or the unicorn. Although these objects do not exist in the real 

world, they are not really 'nonsense', for they make some sense in 

some way. Bhartrhari has recognized the idea of aupacarik7 satta, (2) or 

a kind of metaphorically imposed existence, which is not existent in the 

literal sense. Words like 'sky-flower' or 'rabbit-horn' etc. which have no 

corresponding reality still make sense. This intellectual meaning 

(bauddha artha) is pure sense, although there may not be a referent or 

external reality (bahya artha). 

This brings us to he concept of vikalpa or ideational meaning 

recognized by the Yoga philosophers. Vika/pa is defined as a sense 

which appears in the intellect from the knowledge of a certain word, but 

which may have no corresponding external reality_Pl The Grammarians 

too accept the ideational meaning. According to the rules of grammar, 

a pratipadik'artha normally takes on the first case-ending. (4) A 

pratipadikartha is the sense that essentially appears in the intellect as 

soon as a pratipadika is uttered, and a pratipadika is a word which has 

a meaning, but is not a verbal root or a suffix. (S) So in a sentence as 

sasasfrigam nasti -"there is no rabbit-horn" -the word sasasrnga takes 

on the first case-ending because it is a pratipadika and conveys a 

particular sense. But if we do not accept the idea of the ideational 
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meaning, then the word sasasrnga ceases to be a pratipadika, and 

hence cannot be used in a sentence. No word can be used in Sanskrit 

unless it is either declined or conjugated, i.e., has a normal suffix 

attached to it. Nagesa says that words like bandhyasuta etc. have an 

intellectual meaning although they do not have a corresponding reality, 

hence they are pratipadikas.(6
) 

But in that case, what becomes of the word-meaning 

relationship? Sanskrit grammar claims that as word and meaning are 

eternal, so is their relationship constant.(?) If the meaning of a word 

varies according to the speaker's will, how can words make sense to 

anybody, in fact, how can language operate, if each one interprets 

each word in his or her own way? In Lewis Carroll's "Though the 

looking-glass", Humpty Dumpty tells Alice that he uses words to mean 

anything he wants. "The question is", said Alice, "whether you can 

make words mean so many different things." 

"'The question is", said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be master 

-that's aii.""(BJ 

We would be put to the same situation if the meaning of no word 

was fixed, and any speaker used any word to mean anything he or she 

liked. Bhartrhari himself has clearly stated that the word-meaning . 
relationship is as constant as the relationship of the sense-organ to the 

object of that sense. That is to say, the eye has a constant relationship 

with the object of sight. One cannot grasp a smell with the eye, or a 

sound with the nose. This constant relationship, beyond human effort, 

is provided between word and meaning.(9
) 

Does this mean that Bhartrhari is contradicting himself? That is 

not so. The concept of vivaksa is controlled by perennial social 

convention. Unless this were so, no word would convey the same 
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meaning to both the speaker and the hearer. So although the word

meaning relationship is 'constant', i.e., determined by social 

convention, the speaker's will has a great deal to do with is 

determination.'10
) It is impossible for a word to convey a sense a sense 

solely by the speaker's will, unless there is a conventional connection 

between the two -as impossible as it is for the eye to grasp a sound, or 

the ear a smell. Thus the grammarian belongs to the conventionalist 

school of thought. 

There is no denying, however, that conveying one particular 

sense by a particular word is the prerogative of the speaker. This is 

made very clear by Bhartrhari in his discussion on the cases 

(Sadhanasamuddesa). He clearly states that the usages of cases 

depends on buddhi or intellect, which is nothing but the speaker's 

intellectual or ideational analysis.'11
) or in other words,his intent -

vivak~a in fact. Following this tenet, we get instances like asina chinatti 

-cuts with the sword -where the sword is intended by the speaker to 

be the instrumental case; asischinatti taik~f}yena -the sword cuts with 

sharpness-where the sharpness of the sword is seen as the 

instrumental while the sword is seen to be the subject, in order to 

emphasise the sharpness of the sword; also taik~f)yam chainatti 

svasamarthyena -sharpness cuts by its own power -where sharpness 

is perceived as both the instrument as well as the subject, in order to 

further emphasise the sharpness. '12
) 

Thus we may say vatShakad vidyotate -lighting flashes from the 

cloud, - where the lightning which is part of the cloud is perceived as 

different from it, and as coming out of it. We may say valahake 

vidyotate -lightning flashes in the cloud -where the lightning, still 

perceived as different from the cloud, is seen as being located in it. We 
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may also say valahako vidyotate -the cloud flashes lighting -where the 

lightning is seen as non-different from the cloud.(13l 

Whether an object will be intended as Karaka or not depends on 

one's intention. An object may not be intended as a karaka at all. A 

karaka of course, is related directly to the verb. (14l .in the ablative case 

(apadana karaka), the sense of ablative must be intended as in vrksat 
J • • 

parf)am patati -the leaf falls from the tree. But if the ablative is not 

intended, we may also have vrksasya pranain patati -the leaf of the . . ' . 
tree falls. "Tree" has no direct relation to the verb here, and merely 

serves as an adjective qualifying 'leaf. Hence it is not a karaka, and 

takes on the sixth case-ending in the sense of possession. (15l From this 

it follows that before Bhartrhari the importance of vivaksa or speaker's 

·intention had been admitted by Katyayana etc. 

The above-mentioned view of the grammarians particularly of 

Bhartrhari cannot be taken into account in so far as Nyaya is 

concerned. The intention of the speaker for Nyaya cannot be such that 

the used word may refer to a fictitious entity in the external word. For 

this reason the entities like bandhyaputra (barren woman's son), akasa 

kusuma (sky-flower), sasa-srriga (hare's horn) etc. do not have any 

meaning, because they do not have any referents. To the Naiyayikas 

there is no distinction between sense and reference. The grammarians 

will admit the meaning of the fictitious entities, because they mean 

something in the intellect of human being, though referents 

corresponding to them are not exist in the external world. In this 

connection we may recall Frege's theory of sense and reference and 

compare it with Indian Systems. So far as grammarians are concerned 

the above-mentioned words have got senses, though not referents, 

which are the meanings. The Nyaya, on the other hand, will admit that 
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they do not have any meaning because they do not have any referents. 

In fact, they do not believe in distinction of sense and reference. 

Now I discuss the Fregean concepts of sense and reference and 

compares the same with the Nyaya concept of meaning (artha). An 

effort has been made to show that in Nyaya the distinction between 

sense and reference has not been maintained .explicitly, which is 

followed by some critical and evaluative remarks. 

To Frege the statement a=a is apriori and analytic which is 

called identity having uninformative nature. On the other hand, the 

statement a=b contains, if true, very valuable extension of our 

knowledge and hence it is not apriori, but informative in nature. Frege 

observes that, if a sign 'a' is distinguished from the sign 'b' only as an 

object but not as a sign, the cognitive value of a=a is equal to that of 

a=b if later is true. A difference can be found if the difference between 

the signs corresponds to a difference in the mode of presentation of the 

thing designated. The expression a=b does not refer to the subject 

matter, but to its mode of designation. 

What a sign designates is called meaning of the sign. The mode 

of presentation is the sense of the sign. The meaning of 'Morning Star' 

would be the same as that of 'Evening Star', but not the sense. Sign 

has a definite sense and a definite thing meant. Every grammatically 

well-formed expression known as a proper name always has a sense, 

but this does not mean that the sense has a corresponding thing 

meant. The words- 'The celestial body most distant from the Earth' 

have senses, but it is doubtful whether there is an object meant by 

them. In the awareness of a sense an individual is not confirmed about 

its meaning. The meaning and sense of a sign are to be distinguished 

from the associated idea. If a sign means an object perceptible through 
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senses, my idea of it is nothing but an internal image generated 

through my previously experienced impressions. 

The meaning of a proper name is the object itself, which is 

designated through it. The idea received through it is subjective. Sense 

is neither subjective like idea nor objective like an object. The 

distinction between sense and reference is just like that of the Moon 

seen through a telescope and the Moon seen through visual organ. 

The former is the sense and the latter is the meaning or referent of the 

term 'Moon'. The proper name expresses its sense and designates its 

meaning or referent.(16l 

If one word of the sentence is replaced by another one having 

the same meaning, but a different sense, it will have no effect on the 

meaning of a sentence, e.g., 'The morning star is a body illuminated by 

the sun', 'The evening star is a body illuminated by the sun'. An 

individual who does not know that the morning star and evening star is 

same might have a feeling that one thought is true and the other is 

false. This thought is not the meaning of the sentence, but only its 

sense. The above-mentioned sentences are possible because these 

are parts of sentence having sense but no meaning.(17
) 

The Nyaya account of the theory of meaning reveals that it does 

not strictly distinguished between sense and reference. The term 

'artha' stands for referent. only. If a word has no referent, it will be taken 

as non-sensical. To them there is a relation called vrtti between an . 
expression and what is referred to by it. The referent is meaning or 

artha, which is of two types- primary and secondary. The directly 

pointed meaning or referent is called primary one. As for example, the 

referent of the term 'Gariga' is a particular flow of water enclosed by 

canal brought by BhagTratha (BhagTrathakhatava-
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cchinnajalapravahavise~B). When this direct referent is conceivable, an 

indirect referent is to be assigned to a particular expression. which is 

called secondary referent or implicative referent. As for example, the 

expression-'Gangayam gho~af]' (The milk-man-colony is on the 

Ganges) gives rise to secondary meaning or referent of the term 

'Ganga' as 'Gangatira' (the bank of the Ganges) due to having some 

incompatibility in taking the primary meaning, i.e., the flow of water. A 

·milkma9;s colony cannot remain on it and hence there is a shift in the 

referynt. 
/ 

/ 

The relation, which is called v_rtti, exists between an expression 

and its referent. This v[fti is of two types: sakti (primary power) and 

Lak~al}a (secondary power). '18l Each and every word possesses some 

power directly to refer something and this power is called samketa 

given by the devine will (Tsvareccha) or by the will of an independent 

being (svatantrapuru~aprayojyal}). 

In fact, the Naiyayikas believe in the conventional usage of 

language and its referent. One can aware of a referent referred to by a 

particular word depending on the convention or verbal usage of the old 

(vrddhavyavahara). A child learns linguistic usage from the convention • 
in the following way. A child comes to know the primary relation 

(samketa) of a term with its meaning at first from the verbal usage of 

the old (v[ddhasya/abdadhfnavyavahara). When a person who is 

aware of the meaning of a term (vyutpanna) asks another person who 

also knows the meaning of the same term to bring a cow, for example, 

the person who is asked to bring a- cow by the senior person 

(uttamavrddha) brings it as per order of the senior. On observing the 

performance of the man who has been asked to bring a cow, a child 

draws the inference in the form: 'This bringing of a cow is the result of 

the inclination, as it has got effortness in it, as in the case of my 
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inclination to suck mother's breast' (idam gavanayanamsva

gocaraprav_rttijanyam, ce~tatvat, madfyastanapanadivat). <19l 

Accordingly, the child comes to know that the knowledge of the verbal 

usage of the old (v[ddhavyavahara) is the uncommon cause of the 

learning usage of language. In fact, a child infers the meaning of a 

word uttered by a senior person to the comparatively les senior person. 

After hearing the command of the senior a junior person performs 

some activity. Seeing such activities a child infers the meaning of a 

word through the methods of agreement and difference.<20l 

If convention were taken as the sole cause of learning language 

and its referent, it would have been very difficult to explain the 

determination of the referent of a word at the time of initial usage just 

after the dissolution (pralaya). Hence the Divine will has been accepted 

as the potency in the form: This particular meaning has to be accepted 

from this particular word' (asmat sabdadayamartho boddhavya iti 

fsvareccha samketaf}).<21 l If it is accepted, another problem is raised in 

the Dinakari may crop up. If God's desire is accepted as a samketa, it 

can give rise to the primary meaning as well as secondary meaning 

(laksana) of term, i.e., Ganga due to having Divine will in this form, . . 
which will lead to the non-acceptance of lailk?arfa. <22

) The position can 

be defended in the following manner. When the primary meaning of the 

term cGaruflga' is understood, the samketa in the form of God's desire 

exists in the primary meaning (sakyartha), but not in the implicative 

meaning. When the 'bank' is understood by the term tGanga: the 

samketa is of that type. Hence there does not arise any question of 

atiprasanga. However, the later Naiyayikas do not subscribe this view. 

To them there is no necessity of bringing God in determining the 

meaning of a word or a sentence. The initial verbal usage of an object 

(e.g. ascription of 'jar' to an object jar) may be introduced by a 
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particular person, which may be followed by the later generations. In 

fact, it is found in our everyday life that the name -of a new object is 

initially ascribed by a scientist, or by a researcher, which is followed by 

others. Hence the phenomenon of verbal understanding is possible 

even without accepting the Divine desire. For this reason the Navya 

Naiyayikas have accepted the desire of an individual instead of Divine 

will for understanding a particular meaning from a particular word.(23l 

This power comes from the knowledge of. grammar, comparison, 

dictionary, reliable texts, or statement of a trustworthy person, 

paraphrase, usages and contiguity of well-known words. (24
) 

To Nyaya the language is the bearer of reality, which is of seven 

types-substance (dravya), quality (guf}a), action (karma) etc. Language 

is invented to express such reality or padarthas. It cannot be used to 

express something having no reality at all (i.e., an absurd entity). Each 

and every word must have a referent, which is metaphorically 

descri_bed as ekaikasaranuviddha. Just as an arrow is thrown aiming at 

a particular object existing in the external word; each and every word is 

used to express a particular real entity. A language cannot express 

something absurd or unreal. In fact the expression of unreality is 

contradictory in terms, as expressibilty (vacyatva) presupposes its 

knowabilty (jneyatva). On account of this the Naiyayikas have not 

accepted even the absence of an absurd entity.To them the 

expressions like 'Akasakusumain nasti' (sky-flower does not exist), 

'bandhyaputro nasti' (barren's son does not exist) etc. are not 

considered as absence in the true sense of the term, because the 

absentee (pratiyog/5 whose absence is asserted here does not exist in 

the real world. The knowledge of absence pre-supposes its absentee 

(pratiyogijnanasapek~ain abhavajnanain) and hence the absence of an 

entity could be talked about if and only if its absentee belongs to the 
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world of reality hence the absence of an entity could be talked about if 

and only if its absentee belongs to the world of reality (prasaktasyaiva 

pratisedhah). . . 
It is said following the line of Frege that the terms 'sky-flower', 

'bandhyaputra' etc. have got sense but not reference; it will not be 

acceptable to Nyaya. Because, if they are taken as having sense, they 

would have been taken as vacya or expressible entities, which 

amounts to say that they will have knowability (jneyatva). As 

knowability of such expressions is not there, they do not have any 

sense. If it is argued that the entities belonging to the world of reality 

have got senses, it may be well taken by the Naiyayikas (i~{apatt1). The 

fact that an entity belonging to the real world has got sense proves that 

it has got referent also. 

A problem may be raised in this connection. Can the verbal 

usage of something, which stands for some unknowable entity be 

justified as meaningful through implication· or laksana? In other words, . . 
it is true that the expressions like akasakusuma etc. cannot give rise to 

primary meaning. Can they provide any meaning through implication? 

In reply, it can be said that the seed of laksana (implicative meaning) . . 
lies on the non-realisability of the intention of the speaker 

(tatparyanupapatt1)(25>. The expression-"The milk-man-colony is on the 

ganges' (gangayam gho~aly) bears implicative meaning, as the 

speaker's intention is not realisable to us. A sensible speaker cannot 

say that a colony remains on the flow of water. In order to understand 

the real intention of the speaker, which is not known from the primary 

meaning the implicative meaning of the expression as "The milk-man

colony on the bank of the Ganges' (Gangatfre gho~af)) is to be resorted 

to. It is to be borne in mind that implication is always connected with 

the primary meaning (sakyasambandha /ak~a'Ja). If there is 
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incompatibility in the primary meaning due to non-realisability of the 

speaker's intention, an individual is allowed to search for its implicative 

meaning. To have this secondary meaning the understanding of the 

primary meaning is a precondition. Otherwise how is the non

realisability of the speaker's intention known? In the case of the 

statements about an absurd entity like 'akasakusumam surabhi' (sky

flower is fragnant) etc. fail to provide the primary meaning due to the 

absurd character of the subject, leading to the impossibility of the 

secondary meaning. Moreover, the contradiction in the primary 

meaning (mukhyarthabadha) 1s the precondition of assuming the 

secondary meaning. In the above-mentioned case there is no 

realization of any contradiction in the semantic level, because the 

absurd entities fail to provide the direct meaning. But in the case of 

Gangayam ghosah etc. there is no problem of understanding primary . . 
meaning and also the non-realisability of the speaker's intention. In 

order to get rid of this situation the only way out is to admit implicative 

meaning of the same. From the above discussion it is followed that in 

Nyaya philosophical framework there is no room for sense without 

reference. 

To Freze an identity statement in the form: 'The morning star is 

the morning star' which is apriori and analytic is uninformative in 

character. The Naiyayikas have accepted identity statements of similar 

nature like 'gha[cfgha!al}' (i.e., a jar is a jar) etc. To the most of the Neo-

. thinkers such identity statements are meaningful due to the following 

reasons. 

The term tadatmya may be understood at the very beginning as 

the absence of bheda (difference), which is accepted as anyonyabhava 

(mutual absence). If the term tadatmya were replaced by the term 

'abheda', it would mean an absolute absence of bheda i.e., mutual 
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contradictory by virtue of the fact that bheda which is taken as an 

absentee limited by the property bhedatva is not at all possible. If it is 

said that there is the absolute negation of bheda limited by bhedatva is 

contradictory, because the bheda limited by the limiter of bheda 

(bhedatva) is always available and hence the search for its absolute 

negation leads to absurdity (abhedo yadi bhedatvavacchinna

bhavastadaprasiddhi~)-(27) An individual manifestation of bheda limited 

by bhedatva would never be available, because everywhere there is a 

bheda. Even if it is accepted that an individual manifestation of bheda 

is there but not in general (bhedatvavacchinna) then in this case also 

there is a contradiction to the absolute negation of the mutual absence 

or bheda. Because we do not find a place in the world where there is 

no individual manifestation of bheda. So absolute negation of the 

mutual absence is not possible. (2Bl 

From the above discussion it can be said that identity (tadatmya) 

is nothing but the non-distinction, which implies an uncommon property 

(asadharaQodharmafJ) existing in a particular object (sva). This 

uncommon property exists in one and only one object 

(Abhedastadatmyam Taccasvav[ftyasadharaiJO dharmal). 

Asadharanyaifca ekamatravrttitvam). If it is said that -'Devadatta is . . 
Devadatta' or a jar is a jar (ghato gha!al)). they convey the sense of 

absolute sameness (bhedabhava) between two objects. It has been 

accepted that a jar exists in itself through the relation of identity 

(tadatmyasambandhena gha!a!J svasminneva varttate). The 

importance of tadatmya may easily be understood if the definition of 

anyonyabhava (mutual absence) is carefully reviewed. We generally 

explain anyonyabhava (bheda) with the example- 'a pot is not a cloth' 

(gha!o na patah) where the absentee (pratiyog~ is a cloth (pa!a). The 

relation of identity for knowing an object as non-different from other is 
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to be admitted. If it is asked why a jar is different from a cloth, because 

the absentee or pratiyogi, which is a cloth (pa{a) does not ex-ist in itself 

(pafa) through the relation of tadatmya (tadatmyasambandhava

cchinnapratiyogitakabhava). That something is different from 

something is known by the absence of tadatmya between them. When 

it is said -'Calcutta is Calcutta' 'Rabindranath is Rabindranath', it 

cannot be ignored as having no meaning, because they convey some 

meaning to the hearer. When we want to express some incomparability 

of a city or an individual, we express the same with the help of such 

identity statement. The city Calcutta has got certain characteristics of 

its own which cannot be compared with other cities, but with itself. 

Some Indian thinkers have been found interested in making an 

artifical difference between after using the term 'iva'. Bhartrhari in his 

Vakyapadfya said that two objects, though_ identical, are demonstrated 

in such a way that one will think of their difference. But this difference is 

an artificial one in order to show the absolute sameness of the object. 

When a different object is not available as standard of comparison, it 

itself is used as the standard in order to bring out its incomparability as 

found in the following example -'RamaravaQayoryuddham 

ramaravanayoriva' (i.e., the Rama-Ravana-fight is just like Rama-. . 
Raval)a-fight) is also a case of identity. (29

> Visvanatha, the author of the 

Sahitydarpaf}a. has accepted the meaningfulness of such identity 

statements, as he has accepted such statements as rhetoric called 

ananvaya. When an object is imagined as having both the property of 

upamana (the object with which something is compared) and the 

peroperty of upameya (the object compared) simultaneously is called 

ananvaya (upamanopameyatvamekasyaiva tvananvayafJ). In short, if 

an object is taken as both upameya and upamana simultaneously, it is 

called ananvaya. The following example may be cited- 'Rajivamiva 
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r'Bjivain jalam jalamivajanicandra8candra ivatandrah saratsamu

dayodyame' i.e., when autumn arrives in full swing, the lotus becomes 

like a lotus (untouched by mud of the rainy season), water becomes 

like water, the moon becomes like moon (uncovered by thick cloud). (3o) 

Following the Navya Nyaya tradition some of the Anglo-Sanskrit 

contemporary thinkers, Professor Kalidas Bhattacharya and Professor 

Jayashankar Shaw think that the distinction between sense and 

reference as found in Frege's philosophy is available in the Navya 

Nyaya texts also in the forms of sakya and sakyatavacchedaka or 

prav[ftinimitta. Their points of view may be highlighted in the following 

manner. The Navya Naiyayikas have admitted that when the word 

'cow' is uttered, it refers to many individual cows which are limited by a 

property called 'cowness' (gotva). The property called cowness is 

called iakyatavacchedaka or prav[ftinimitta of the term 'cow' while the 

individual cows are iakya. Professor Bhattacharya has described the 

former as connotation and the later as denotation.(31 l So far as the 

sakya (referred entity) i.e., an individual COW is concerned, it is called 

referent in Fregean terminology. The property existing in a cow or 

cowness or characteristics of a cow like having tail, dewlap etc, which 

is called s"akyatavacchedaka or connotation, is the sense of the 

term.(32l 

In the sense portion any type of description or mode of 

presentation can be accommodated as found in the expression-'The 

morning star is the evening star' or 'Rabindranath is the author of 

'GTtanjali'. It may come under the purview of the prav_rttinimitta or 

sakyatavacchedaka of the term. From this it can be said that though 

referent in such cases is the same, the sense is different. This view is 

subscribed by Vardhamana Upadhyaya who has defined prav[ftinimitta 

in the following manner: 'vacyatve sati vacyav[ftitvesati 
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vacyopasthitiprakaratvam'(33
> That is, something is to be taken as 

prav[ftinimitta of a word if it constitutes a part of the meaning complex, 

if it remains in the referent and becomes qualifier in the context of its 

emergence as a referent. It resemlbles Frege's theory, because it 

belongs to the object and it is a mode of presentation of the object. 

The above-mentioned interpretation deserves thorough critical 

analysis. In Nyaya the primary meaning is a composite whole called 

sakyatavacchedakavacchinna{1 lakyaf} i.e., the primary meaning is 

something limited by the limitor of being a primary meaning. This limitor 

which is described as connotation is a part and parcel of the 

denotation. This view is subscribed by Gadadhara also. To him the 

prav[ftinimitta of a term is a part of the meaning as a whole or it 

belongs to the referent of a term, which is another member of the 

meaning complex (vacyatve sat[vacyavf1titva). (34
> Hence in Nyaya it is 

va.. c.:~ v J;<A+<--t. v ot.. 

very difficult to distinguish between denotation and connotation or 

sense and reference. 

Raghunatha wants to drop the term 'vacyatve satl and says that 

the prav[ftinimitta of a term belongs to the referent but not the part of 

the composite meaning. The pravrttinimitta has got some indicative 
' . 

value (upa/ak~al)atva), as it functions as an indicator of a particular 

referent from others. (35
> It is otherwise fixes a particular referent from 

others. Whatever may be the case, the meaning of a term in Nyaya 

primarily is available through the potency (Sakt1) of a term, which exists 

in an individual (vyakt1), universal UatJ) and also configuration (ak[fl) as 

a composite whole. To Nyaya the meaning of a term is its referent 

associated with universal and configuration.(36
> There is togetherness 

(samuhatva) or inseparability among the prav[ftisamarthya or ak[fi, 

universal and individual referent. Hence it is very difficult to distinguish 

strictly between sense and referent in the Nyaya. 
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In the same way, it can be said that the eternity of the relation 

between a word and its meaning as admitted by the Mimamsakas may 

be taken as a flowing eternity (pravahinityat§) but not permanent 

eternity (kufasthanityata). If this eternity is of flowing type, the meaning 

arising after words can be accommodated there. That is, it is having a 

beginning but no end, which is easily acceptable to us. 
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